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1 Relevant sets of entities and relationships

The specification assumes the following types

[Person,TravelForm]

The following is a list of the sets that are relevant to the present specification.
The set of all Persons,

persons : PPerson

The set of all Managers,

managers : P persons
managers == { p : persons | is manager( p )}

where

is manager( x ) : Person → Boolean,

is a predicate that evaluates to true if the Person x is a manager and to false
otherwise.

Furthermore, managers is a subset of the set of all persons

managers ⊆ persons

A set that will be used very often in the specification is the set that represents
the ”managed by” relation. This is used to map managers to persons (which
could be travellers or not). It is also used to map managers to other managers.
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managed by == {(p1, p2) ∈ P(managers × persons) | p1 6= p2}

One last set related to managers is needed. In order to make some of the
propositions that follow more readable we have identified the set of those man-
agers that are not managed by another manager. We call this set top managers,
and it is defined as follows:

top managers == {tm : managers | ¬ ∃m : managers •
(tm,m) ∈ managed by}

The last set that we have identified is the set of all travel forms

travel forms : PTravelForms

This set will be subdivided into two disjoint sets. The first one holds all
those travel forms that have been approved. The second one holds all those
travel forms that have been rejected.

approved ⊂ travel forms
rejected ⊂ travel forms
approved ∩ rejected = ∅

Please note that although the approved and rejected subsets have no ele-
ments in common, their union does not necessarily equals travel forms.

approved ∪ rejected 6= travel forms

In other words, travel forms will be equal to the union of approved and
rejected if there are no travel forms being judged and no unjudged travel forms.

At this point in the specification, we would like to introduce a few predicates
that will be used later on.

filledout( tf ) : travel forms → Boolean,

is a predicate that evaluates to true when the travel form tf has been completely
and correctly filled out. Otherwise, it is false.

travelled( p) : persons → Boolean,

is a predicate that evaluates to true if the person has travelled. Otherwise, the
predicate evaluates to false.

unreasonable( tf ) : travel forms → Boolean,

is a predicate that evaluates to true if the travel form has at least one unrea-
sonable charge. Otherwise, it evaluates to false.
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Now that all the predicates have been explained, it is time to move onto the
relations that have been found between the sets.

”filledout by” is a relation between travel forms and persons. It is a partial
mapping from filled out travel forms into persons that have travelled. Its main
purpose is to answer the question ”who filled this travel form?”.

filledout by : travel forms 7→ persons

∀ tf : travel forms; ∃ p : persons • filled out(tf ) = p ⇔
filledout(tf ) ∧ travelled(p) ∧
tf /∈ approved ∧ tf /∈ rejected

”judging” is similar to ”filledout by”. It is a partial function from travel forms
onto managers. A travel form belongs to this function’s domain when:

• it hasn’t been filled out by the same person that it is judging it

• it has been filled out

• it hasn’t been approved

• it hasn’t been rejected

”judging”’s main purpose is to answer ”is a particular manager judging this
travel form?”

judging : travel forms 7→ manager

∀ tf : travel forms; ∃m : managers • judging(tf ) = m ⇔
(filledout by(tf ) 6= m) ∧
filledout(tf ) ∧
tf /∈ approved ∧
tf /∈ rejected

”confusing” maps travel forms into managers. It is a partial function be-
cause a travel form does not necessarily confuse a manager. Our intepretation
of the requirements forbids a manager who doesn’t have a manager of its own
to be confused. This prevents deadlocks in the specification. In order for a
manager to be confused about a travel form, she must be judging it. As was
the case for ”judging”, the confused manager shall not be the person who filled
out the travel form. Travel forms need to:

• be filled out

• not be approved

• not be rejected
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”confusing”’s main purpose is to answer to ”is this manager confused by this
travel form?”

confusing : travel forms 7→ managers

∀ tf : travel forms; ∃m : managers • confusing(tf ) = m ⇔
m /∈ top managers ∧
¬ (filledout by(tf ) = m) ∧
filledout(tf ) ∧
tf /∈ approved ∧ tf /∈ rejected ∧
judging(tf ) = m

”approved by” answers the question ”who approved this travel form?”. It
is a partial function between travel forms and managers because not all travel
forms are approved. There must be no manager who is confused or judging the
travel form. The travel form needs to be filled in and belong to the approved
set. Finally, the manager who approved it shall not be the one who filled out
the travel form.

approved by : travel forms 7→ managers

∀ tf : travel forms; ∃m : managers • approved by(tf ) = m ⇔
tf ∈ approved ∧
filledout(tf ) ∧
filledout by(tf ) 6= m) ∧
¬ (confusing(tf ) = m) ∧
¬ (judging(tf ) = m)

”rejected by” is analogous to ”approved by”. There are two differences
between them. First, instead of operating on the approved set, it uses the
rejected set. Finally, there is no need to check if the travel form was filled out.
This could actually be one of the reasons for rejection.

rejected by : travel forms 7→ managers

∀ tf : travel forms; ∃m : managers • rejected by(tf ) = m ⇔
tf ∈ rejected ∧
filledout by(tf ) 6= m) ∧
¬ (confusing(tf ) = m) ∧
¬ (judging(tf ) = m)

With the principal relations explained, we will introduced three schemas for
interesting operations.

The first schema represents rejecting a travel form. This operation is done
by a manager. She has to be judging the travel form. She can not be confused
by it either. The final restriction on the travel form is that it doesn’t have
any unreasonable charges. As expected, approved and approved by are not
changed. The rejected travel form is added to the set of rejected travel forms.
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”rejected by” is also updated, adding this operation’s information. Finally, this
travel form is no longer being judged.

Reject
rejected by : travel forms 7→ managers
approved by : travel forms 7→ managers
judging : travel forms 7→ managers
unreasonable : travel forms → Boolean
approved , approved ′ : travel forms
rejected , rejected ′ : travel forms
managers,managers ′ : persons
tf ? : travel forms
m? : managers

judging(tf ?) = m? ∧
¬ (confusing(tf ?) = m?) ∧
(unreasonable(tf ?))
rejected ′ = rejected ∪ {tf ?}
approved ′ = approved
rejected by ′ = rejected by ∪ {(tf ?,m?)}
approved by ′ = approved by
judging ′ = judging \ {(tf ?,m?)}

”Approve”’s schema is analogous to ”Reject”.

Approve
rejected by : travel forms 7→ managers
approved by : travel forms 7→ managers
judging : travel forms 7→ managers
unreasonable : travel forms → Boolean
approved , approved ′ : travel forms
rejected , rejected ′ : travel forms
managers,managers ′ : persons
tf ? : travel forms
m? : managers

judging(tf ?) = m? ∧
¬ (confusing(tf ?) = m?) ∧
¬ (unreasonable(tf ?))
rejected ′ = rejected
approved ′ = approved ∪ {tf }
rejected by ′ = rejected by
approved by ′ = approved by ∪ {(tf ?,m?)}
judging ′ = judging \ {(tf ?,m?)}
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Our final schema represents passing the burden of judging a travel form from
one manager to her manager. In order to do so, the manager who is passing
the buck has to be judging a form which is confusing her. The manager also
needs to have a manager of her own. This operation’s result is that the new
manager starts judging the travel form. The old manager no longer judges the
form, therefore she is no longer confused .

Pass the buck
judging : travel forms 7→ managers
confusing : travel forms 7→ managers
top managers : persons
rejected , rejected ′ : travel forms
approved , approved ′ : travel forms
tf ? : travel forms
m? : managers

judging(tf ?) = m? ∧
confusing(tf ?) = m? ∧
∃m2 : managers • (m2,m?) ∈ managed by
judging ′ = (judging ∪ {(tf ?,m2)}) \ {(tf ?,m?)}
confusing ′ = confusing \ {(tf ?,m?)}
rejected ′ = rejected
approved ′ = approved

Although they were not used, the following predicates were identified while
formalizing the document.

low cost( x ) : travel forms → Boolean,

is a predicate that evaluates to true if the travel form x has a low cost associated
with it. Otherwise, the predicate is false.

medium cost( x ) : travel forms → Boolean,

is a predicate that evaluates to true if the travel form x has a medium cost
associated with it. Otherwise, the predicate is false.

high cost( x ) : travel forms → Boolean,

is a predicate that evaluates to true if the travel form x has a high cost associated
with it. Otherwise, the predicate is false.

2 Traveler and Manager state machines

The state machines show two of the roles played in the expense form submitting
process. The first state machine shows the role of the traveler. Two assump-
tions have been made, only one expense report per travel is permitted, and
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filled out forms are always submitted. This state machine consists of six dis-
tinct states, ”not traveling”, ”traveling”, ”submitting”, ”waiting for approval”,
”being accepted”, and ”being rejected”. There are ten actions or transitions,
”goes on trip”, ”decides not to get reimbursed”, ”fill out form”, ”turns into
boss”, ”stalemate”, ”rejected”, ”accepted”, ”reasoning with manager”, ”modify
or escalate”, and ”no good report”. The state machine is entered in the ”not
traveling” state, from which the traveler can only go to the ”traveling” state, via
the ”goes on trip” action. To proceed from the ”traveling” state, the traveler can
either, ”decide not to get reimbursed” and return to the ”not traveling” state,
or ”fill out form” to enter the ”submitting” state. To leave the ”submitting”
state, the traveler turns the form into his boss, thus performing the ”turns into
manager” action, which takes him to the ”waiting for approval” state. From
this state there are three possible transitions, the simplest is ”accepted”, which
progresses the traveler to the ”being accepted” state and from there to the ”not
traveling” state. The second transition is ”rejected”, taking the traveler to the
”being rejected” state. From this state, the traveler can ”modify or escalate” his
travel form by making changes to the expenses and return to the ”submitting”
state. Another option for the traveler in the ”being rejected” state is to explain
the discrepancies to the reviewing manager, by ”reasoning with manager”, tak-
ing him back to the ”waiting for approval” state. The final transition from the
”being rejected” state is for a traveler to accept that his report has been re-
jected, and follow the ”no good report” transition to the ”not traveling” state.
The third transition from the ”waiting for approval” state is when a manager
simply refuses to deal with the form, and the traveler forgets about it, this takes
him back to the ”not traveling” state by the ”stalemate” transition. The case
where a manager refuses to deal with a travel form and the traveler does not
forget about it is not addressed.
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The following is the transition description for the state machine just described.

TRAVEL = (not_traveling -> traveling -> TRAVEL
|not_traveling -> traveling -> submitting -> waiting ->
TRAVEL
|not_traveling -> traveling -> submitting -> waiting ->
being_reimbursed -> TRAVEL
|not_traveling -> traveling ->
submitting -> waiting -> being_rejected -> TRAVEL
|not_traveling -> traveling -> submitting -> waiting ->
being_rejected -> submitting -> waiting -> being_reimbursed ->
TRAVEL
|not_traveling -> traveling -> submitting -> waiting ->
being_rejected -> submitting -> waiting -> TRAVEL
|not_traveling -> traveling -> submitting -> waiting ->
being_rejected -> submitting -> waiting -> being_rejected ->
TRAVEL ).
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The second state machine models the role of the approver. It has five separate
states, which are, ”not judging”, ”judging”, ”passing the buck”, ”rejecting”
and ”approving”. Eight transitions have been defined to move the approver
from state to state, they are, ”receives a form”, ”confused”, ”top manager AND
confused”, ”not my problem”, ”valid form”, ”invalid form”, ”pay” and ”don’t
pay”. The approver enters the state machine in the ”not judging” state, when
he ”receives a form” he enters the ”judging” state. From the ”judging” state,
there are four possible transitions. The first two are simple; ”valid form” and
”invalid form”. ”valid form” takes the approver to the ”approving” state and
from there to the ”not judging” state. ”invalid form” passes through the ”re-
jecting state” and ends in the ”not judging” state. The ”confused” transition
takes the approver to the ”pass the buck” state. From ”pass the buck”, an ap-
prover would follow the ”not my problem” transition to arrive back in the ”not
judging” state. The fourth transition from the ”judging” state is problematic;
”top manager AND confused” implies that the manager judging the form has no
manager of his own, therefore no one to pass the buck to. Because the approver
is confused he remains in the judging state. This case was not addressed in
the animated state machine constructed with the Magee and Kramer LTS tool,
because it results in deadlock.

The transition description of the second state machine follows:

APPROVE = (not_judging -> judging -> pass_buck -> APPROVE
|not_judging -> judging -> rejecting -> APPROVE
|not_judging -> judging -> approving -> APPROVE ).
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The two state machines defined here have also been modeled in the Magee and
Kramer LTS tool, however the states and transitions are not equivalent. The
LTS tool defines states with numbers, and the user defines the transitions, so
it is difficult to model the state machines we have defined here using the LTS
tool.
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